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in related news I recently started seeing a therapist
I am having trouble with my
mission
like how can I sleep in safety and drink clean water and buy now with one-click on
amazon all day long and be an effective agent of change in the broken world
hey, EB White
how can I improve the world and enjoy the world at the same time am I even allowed to do that
and I don’t need for her to say it’s okay my therapist or to let me off the hook or even figure
out the boring story of my dreary hardwiring
I need her help
but I am fairly sure it
requires me to get to work and not sit in her lovely office on the beige couch for 50 minutes each
week
but then in the middle of my whole dumb narrative my therapist says so
tenderly
how does that make you feel 
and I am so torn
trying not to fuck it up as
a mother as a partner
as an employee as a friend as a neighbor as a human
that I have no fucking idea how I feel
that is a ridiculous question, therapist
how
does that make me feel?? aren’t you supposed to tell ME that? how am I supposed to feel?
is this multiple choice or essay? how does that make you feel
g
 uilty angry worried
ugly fat incendiary lost helpless fierce
selfish useless phony
wrong
determined misguided old irrelevant mad
alone despairing
stuck
maybe you can relate
how does that make you feel
and it’s easy to blame the news
I don’t know about you
but for me seems like every day is a denigrating new low
another nationally humiliating layer of what the fuck I am hopeful for the blue wave but it
mostly feels like one of those video games that gets harder the more you play
Toxic Masculinity for XBox
level 17
wait that’s like every video game
it’s gross I want to send fruit baskets to all the NATO countries
boxes of chocolate to
Justin Trudeau and that mayor in Puerto Rico
letters of deepest apology
to all the families separated at the border cases of hand sanitizer to Ahngula Merkel and
Queen Elizabeth and even that old prune Teresa May I basically disagreed with every vote
John McCain ever cast but I cried at his funeral
I hate that I have nostalgia for the Bush
years
my bet is on Melania for that anonymous op-ed
just the sound of Obama’s voice
yesterday made me choke up I want that glorious trump baby blimp to fly over my house
I need the world to know
to quote a scottish critic on twitter that this mangled apricot
hellbeast this clueless numpty is not who we are
unless it is who we are as a nation
in which case good people
and I mean that
quite literally: good people
our work is clear
persist resist entrench subvert run for office
and it’s not trump not really he is merely the tool the blithering id of the oppressor an
Archie Bunker hand puppet which may be an insult to Archie Bunker who has managed to
make the truth not true
which instantly creates a place at the table for any asshole the
once noble or at least dignified and mostly grammatically correct national narrative reduced to a
peeing contest of hate rhetoric and
jingo tweets
all bets are off chaos ensues
no one
is
safe
so maybe I am simply suffering from american shame
a sort of deep patriotic grief
how does that make you feel
in related news my me too inventory keeps accumulating
events occurring with
depressing regularity and events forgotten or buried now reveal themselves as I re-understand
the past 52 years through these new glasses with a prescription that changes daily
I’ve

actually started a spreadsheet  year city perpetrator level of offense response retaliation
it is a handy document
a sobering timeline
yes that really happened yes he was wrong yes you suffered because of it
how does that make you feel
e
 very woman I know including my daughters
could
have a spreadsheet
imagine the database
hashtag me too
the men are going  hashtag whoa what hashtag hold on there girlie or if he thinks he’s one
of the good guys hashtag give me some time to understand this new normal it has taken me by
surprise and I need to get up to speed
s orry man surprise hashtag time’s up
did you not notice that turkey pop-up button on my ass
do not baste me motherfucker
I am done
womp womp
game over
how does that make you feel
I love the men in my life
my funny courtly kindhearted husband my nifty brother my
brilliant boss my dear dad my coworkers
I am not waging a war against you my men
I just want to have an honest conversation with you about your privilege
what?
what was that?
crickets
some of us are experiencing a revolution here I do not overstate you can
sign on or go extinct
actually according to science the y-chromosome will vanish
completely in just 4.6 million years which is not a lot of time in terms of evolution
might be
wise to get on board now and figure this out
what about maybe just try to stop speaking for a few years
have you ever thought of that,
guys?
just be quiet
shhhhhhhhhhhhhhh no really
shhhhhhhhhhhhhut the
fuck up you’ve been hogging the mic for millennia
like on the radio
I love you Steve
Inskeep I love you Scott Simon but right now I only want to hear Brooke Gladstone and
Audie Cornish and Sylvia Poggioli tell me the news on NPR
you have had your turn
seriously guys take a break shut up and sit in the back
go make me some coffee and
bring me an oreo because we have so much work to do
only women can fix this WAIT
only people who are not cis white men can fix this look it up “intersectional feminism”
you
can stay but be quiet
and be helpful can you do that? you have made a huge mess
and this work is gonna take generations
we are going deep state good people
Ruth Bader Ginsberg our notorious RBG was asked  when will there be enough women on
the supreme court she replied when there are nine  it was 9 men for 192 years until
Sandra Day O’Connor arrived in 1981 nobody ever questioned that
when you are
accustomed to privilege equality feels like oppression doesn’t it how does that make you feel
I have been saying lately that I feel like my life is deepening
expanding
I’m not sure what I
mean by that except my friend Michelle told me that
there’s a hole in the valley that will bring you home to your empowered heart
well I’m certainly in the valley
do you think she meant like a rabbit hole or like an open
manhole
or maybe an elevator shaft
life itself is peril a minefield right?
I’m on the lookout on the move climbing out
pushing through
emerging like a cicada
shaking off the old carapace shedding an old wrong skin ill-fitting cumbersome but familiar
how does that make you feel
I don’t know yet

